**Industry**
Tourism / Architecture

**Challenges**
- Individual solution for booking management of holiday residences
- Various external systems and interfaces to external software
- High-performance queries in real time despite large amounts of data

**Solution**
- Flexible, customized booking management system
- Flexible calendar widget for the visualization of occupancy
- iCal import / export for booking data
- Configurable booking form for integration in third-party websites

**Benefits**
- Central location for occupancy management
- Maximum flexibility and clarity
- Individually configurable mail traffic

(structr.com)
There are now 550 vacation homes, family-run hotels and B&Bs that meet the demanding concept, which focuses on the architectural and design quality and individuality of the accommodations. In addition to these core requirements, compelling tourist content, local as well as social responsibility and the issue of sustainability are also decisive criteria when accepting new partner houses into the network.

On the one hand, URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR functions as a gallery that brings together lovers and owners of first-class architecture for the duration of the vacation. On the other hand, the platform ensures a dynamic exchange within the network with workshops, partner meetings and consulting services.

URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR always mediates the dream houses on a recommendation basis, so it is not a booking platform. Communication between hosts and guests is always direct. To make it easier for partners to successfully handle their own communication and booking management, the team has developed the present tool based on its own experience and the expertise of the Structr team.

---

For over 10 years the first choice for architecturally sophisticated vacation and guest houses

Focus on high quality and individuality

Brings together owners and lovers of first-class architecture
Challenge

The vacation homes integrated into the URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR platform are so individual and sometimes unusual that the owners naturally have special requirements for the management of these properties.

The initial basic requirement for a booking management system was that it should offer a large degree of flexibility in order to map the individual characteristics of the properties but also different booking processes accordingly.

Since it was also supposed to make the administration work easier for the users, it also had to be compact, simple and clear.

In addition to the individual administration by the owner, the system should also manage the central occupancy of all URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR accommodations, display them on the platform and make them available for the search for free periods.

Another requirement was to create the possibility of connecting the system to external systems and thus, for example, to enable the import of occupancy data via calendar interfaces.

Finally, the required information should be available in real time and be retrievable at any time.

Solution

The core requirement for the system to be established was the management of vacation homes or accommodations including occupancy management and corresponding actions, such as invoicing, booking inquiries, communication with interested parties/tenants or tasks arising in the rental property.

In addition to the basic functionality of the booking management, several technical interfaces were created, for example:

- Externally integrated booking form (with occupancy check and integration into the overall workflow)
- Externally integrated booking calendar/occupancy information
- Interface for providing booking/occupancy information available to other technical consumers
Through the booking management system created with Structr, each host has been given the possibility to independently manage accommodations, guests, prices, invoices, as well as the booking calendars.

The solution also offers individual users the possibility to collect statistics from the database for better tracking of occupancy.

The following Structr tools were used for the solution:

**Dynamic Pages**
The server-side generated HTML structure is defined in the Structr Page Editor and transferred to the client. Parts of the HTML structure can be assigned user rights in order to show, hide or repeat them according to the respective needs. This way the user always gets an individual overview according to his own database.

The solution "Dynamic Pages" saves additional work by abstractable components, which can be used in several pages.

**Fully Dynamic Schema**
This is a completely flexible data schema that is created in a visual schema editor and can be changed at runtime. Many lifecycle methods for data processing are made available in an easily implementable way. Structr allows you to program your own business logic within these functions.

**PDF-Generator**
The PDF generator makes it possible to output any page as a PDF. Here it is used for automatic invoice generation. Through the direct link with the "dynamic pages" it is possible to export an invoice generated there directly as a PDF.

**Mail-Functionality**
Page functionality to automate (optionally) sending of dynamically generated mails created from user-defined templates. Structr enables the storage of access data to the user’s mail server in order to send the emails with the user’s identity. To do this, Structr connects to the customer’s mail server and sends automatically through their account. What was previously handled centrally by urlaubarchitektur.biz can now be managed directly by the property’s landlord, allowing the tenant to be addressed directly.

**Time-Controlled Execution of Operations (Cron Jobs)**
Functions configured in Structr (schema methods) can be executed and controlled according to a schedule created in the system at defined times.

**User Management**
Structr provides a flexibly configurable user and group rights management system that allows access control at different levels of granularity.
**Result**

Within just a few months, a flexible, dynamic management solution was created that covers most of the requirements of property owners and managers alike – from scheduling to email communication and payment management.

The solution is an innovative system that integrates cutting-edge technologies such as low code and graph technology, as well as apps that have been specifically tailored to the needs of the target group.

With Structr's solution, the platform's partners have, for the first time, the possibility to customize their booking management, making their own administrative work easier. At the same time, the URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR portal will in future provide its visitors with an insight into the occupancy data (occupancy calendar and availability queries).

The result includes the following key features:

- Web-based, multilingual and adaptable to all currencies and tax rates
- Management of requests, bookings and blocked periods
- Management / CRM of all guest data.
- Booking and occupancy calendar for integration into the vacation home website with the possibility to choose different formats (monthly calendar / monthly overview / annual calendar)
- Booking form with availability query for integration into the website of the vacation home

- Occupancy data in different formats (xls, csv, ical), e.g. for integration into calendar

- Check routines for bookings (no more double bookings)

- Automatic calculation of rental prices (incl. seasonal prices, visitor's tax, cleaning...)

- Entry of additional services and extras

- Automatic determination of deposit and down payment

- Generation of invoices

- Administration of incoming payments

- Mail communication to guests, automated or individually

- Administration of task lists (e.g. for cleaning service/janitor, arrival/departure lists, payment deadlines)

- Manual and automatic generation of tasks

- Determination of occupancy and turnover

- Printout of occupancies and bookings as PDF

- Availability queries from the URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR portal

The booking system will be expanded step by step in the future in coordination with the partners of URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR. The goal of this next version is a booking frontend for guests as well as a payment system in the backend.

External search engine for free booking periods: the data is generated by the API defined in Structr.
„The flexibility and performance of Structr never fails to impress us. Structr also made it possible to get our booking tool up and running in a short time.“

— Jan Hamer
Founder and Curator of URLAUBSARCHITEKTUR
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**ABOUT STRUCTR**

The graph experts at Structr GmbH offer an integrated low-code development and runtime environment for web-based enterprise applications in which the entire definition of an application, from data model to business logic to user interface, is mapped in a graph database.

This unique approach enables unprecedented speed and flexibility in application development and maintenance, resulting in enormous time and cost savings. Structr stands for sustainable information management that creates good working environments.

The Structr team supports customers worldwide in projects and creates integrated, holistic solutions that can be easily expanded and adapted to individual circumstances at any time.